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ABSTRACT 

Let K(l) be a nx n symmetric matri>e whose elements are functions 

of a non-negative parameter /. The aim of this paper is to prove 

the convergence of an iter~jve method to determine the smallest value 

lb and the associate vector Vb such that K[L} Va =0. 

INTRODUCTION 

In structural mechanics, the structures that are subject to increa

sing loads in a quasi static way present, with the growth of the load 

parameter !, a tipically nonlinear behaviour. This behaviour is c~ara

cterized from the fact that it is npt possible to increase the load 

without bounds. In fact, the answer of the structure does n't balance 

the external load wh:;n l is greater than a limit value, namely the 

collapse value. 

In order to determine this collapse value, it needs the following 

nonlinear symmetric eigenvalue problem: 

If K[lj is an x n symmetric matdx whose elements are 

continuous functions· of a nonnegative parameter !, find 

the. smallest value h and the associate vector Vb such that 

K[luj Vb -= 0. (I) 

This problem also arise~ in structural mechanics to determnine the 

Jral frequencies of vibration of any linearly elasticstrucrure. In 

: "!1h the cases ( Eulerian buckling load and frequencies of vibration) 

the f'!eme1s ki; of K[/] (which repre~ents tht tangent stiffness matrix 

::if the strut, ture) are trascendental functions of l. 
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A general method for solving the problem (I) in referring to a vibra

tion problem was already proposed in 1971 by Wittrick-Williams [I]. 

The numerical behaviour of the existence methods until 1973 is 

discussed in the survey of Rube [2] and successively an iterative 

method was developt:d in 19&5 by Numaier [3] • 

Here, we are interc>s1ed in an iterative method proposed by Casciaro

Aristodemo [4] in 1977 and recently, in 1989, modified with the 

introduction of a suitable acceleration coefficient by Casciaro-Salerno

Lanzo t5j. Precisely, in order to solve numerically the problem (I), 
(~ 

in [5] the following iterative rrieth0d is proposed: 

Initialization 

Vo =K[Opb, lo= (v
1
K[O]vol(vtK'[O,voP 

0 0 

whel'e b = ( I, ... , I,) and K'[OJ is the derivative of K[lj in 0. 

Iteration scheme 

V1+1 = v; - w;K[O]-JKU jv; 

11+1 = J/v;+i//-1 

where a suitable choice for the acceleration coefficient w; is 

w; = /lv111(41/K[OJ-1K[l;]v;/l+l/v;/J)-1 

Convergence condition 

la= !1-+1. Vb= Vj+J if II V;+1- VJIJ <t II V; II 

where t is a fixed tollerance (generally 0.00000 I). 

In [5] the authors conjecture the convergence at the solution unde 

the following assumptions on the eigenvalues k; (/), i= I, ... n, of th 

matrix K[lj: 

{ 

E (0,2) 
K 1{/) = O 

< 0 

{ 

e(0,2) 
K;-+- 1/) <0 

-r-1 > 2 

if I< I 
if I= l 
if I> I 
ifl<l+i::,i::>O 
if l>l' and K.( I ')<0 
if I>/'' and K;(l")>2. 
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This conjecture is false in general, as one easily can see in R2 also. 
Neverthless, in f5) the numerical performance of the method is 

likely and advantageousely applied to a large number of problems in 

structural mechanic. 

The aim of this paper is to give a complete proof, using elementary 
techniques, of the convergence of the algorithm under suitable hyp_otbe
ses on the eigenvalues K,( I). 

RESULTS 

With a suitable change of the variables, without Joos of generality, 

in the following we can assume Kf0l= l and h= I. Under these condi
tions, we consider the nonlinear operator T: R11 {O} ....,,.R" defined by 

Tv:=(l-wK[ II vu -Ij)v. 

For l>O. let 

""" t t K:/J= L.,; k;(/)Wi(l) wp), w;il,w;{!J= 3.; 

be the spectral representation of the symmetric matrix K[lj. 
Putting 

v = 2 (v),w; (I/ U v U) 

it follows that 

Tv = I (i-o)k;(llU v II )(v);w;(I/ II v 0 ). 

LEMMA. With the above notations, suppose that ; 
(a) /~K[l] is a continuous map. 

(b) If lo is such that 0 is an eigenvalue of K[/0], then the relative 
eigenspace is monodimensional. 

[ 

efo;I) ifO<l<l 
(c) k 1 l/J =0 ~fl= I 

<0 ifl=l. 
(d) limsup k,U)=-h, h>O. 

!-+= 
{e) k1(l) E (0,2) if l<l+e, e:>O, for i:;i=l. 

(f) The maps /__,,.k,(l) are derivables, i= ls .. .,n, and sup 1 k,(l) I <oo. 
(g) w<,min ~l. I/sup 1k1't/)\), i= J, ... ,n. 
(h) w 1(/J=w1(1) for all!. 
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Then, for each ve R 11 {0} such that (v)i:i:O, we have T11v -+ w 1(1) 

or T"v -i> -w1(1). 
n-oo 

PROOF. We proceed by four ~teps. 

n-i>oo 

STEP l. (Tv=v) iff (there exist ie {1, •. .,n}. /;<0 such.that k;(l.;) = 0 
and v=±li-lwd;). 

Indeed, if v= Tv. putting v=~(v);w,(I/ II v II ), we have 

(I-wk;!I/ II v II ))tv;, for i=I, .. ,n. If (vJ;#O. it follows 

kill/ II v II ) = 0. From hypothesis (b}, there exists an unique index 

i such that k;(I/ II v II ) =0. Hence the thesis follows putting Ii= I/ II v U • 

The other impli-;ation is trivial. 

STEP 2. Let 11v11 > l. If II T 11v 11 ;;>I for any n, then 

T 11v - w1(1) or Tnv - -w1(l). 
n-oo n~oo 

By contradiction, we suppose that ii T 11v II +.-1. Then, there exist an s > 0 

n1i 
and a subsequence (T v) such that 

n1i 
11 T v II;;> I+ s t4) 

On the other hand, ( II P•v II ) is a decreasing real sequence and so 

ll," 
II Tnv U - a: =inf 11 T 11 v II , a> I. Moreover, the sequence (T v; is a 

n.....-..oo 
nh 

bounded sequence and so admits a subsequence (T ; v) convergent 

nn 
(for j - oo) say to vo. Then II T ; v II - U vo II = a and this is not 

J-oo 
possible by hypotheses (c) and (eJ. Summarizing, II Tnv II -1. 

We show now that Tnv-7 w 1(iJ or T11v-?- -w1(1). 

Suppose that T 11v .fr w 1(l). Then there exist s1 >0 and a 

n" n" 
subsequence (T v) such that II T v-w1(l) II ;;>si. As above, one deduce 

nh nn 
the existence of a subsequencecT ; v) of (T v) necessarily 

convergent to w 1 ( IJ. Form the hypothesis (hi. 

Cl 

._._ 
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n-1 
r:T11v)J =(V)1 TI {l-wk1(1/ u Trv II )) 

r=O 
so that, from hypothesis (c), the real monotone seqence ((Tnv)i) 

nh· 
has constant sign. On the other hand, (T 

1 

v:1 -+ (-wj(l)'t= -1. 

Thus, from the monotonicity of ({T11v) 1 ), it follows (T11v)i-+ -1. 

From this, by standard argumentations, it follows T11v~ w 1( I). 

STEP 3. If 11 v 11 °" l then II Tv ll <I 

Indeed, obvbusly, 11 Tv n <max I I -wk1 0/ 11 v 11 ) 11 v 11 • So that it is 
i 

enough to prove that max i I-wk 1( I/ II v II )1 <;;;;I. At this purpose, 

we show that then funcrions f• (/):=JI- wki(l)l -l, i=l, ... ,n, satisfy 

f,1/)<;;;;0 for I'> I. 

Now, of course, f, 1 I J<O. hence it is fufficient to show that 

fi( I )~0. This follows from hypothesis lg). 

STEP 4 If l v) 1:;t:O, then Tnv ~w,(I) or T"v-+ -w1 (1). 

Indeed. from steo 2 we may take v with II v II <I. First of all, we 

show that ll Pv II -+I. By contradiction, suppose that II Tnv H #I. 

nh 
Then there exist s2 >0 and a subsequence (T v) such that 

nh 
II T v 11 - 1): I + s2 

(5) 

and, without loss of generality, from pypotbesis (d), we may assume 

-k1(l+s2•.;;;;;-k1rl) for /):l+s2• 

Then 

n1 +I ( n. -1 ) n1 
l(T vi[ = J(Vhl -,-1 (l-wk,(1111 rrv ll )) llk·w1(l/ ll T v II))): 

r=O 

n1 
): I (v}i I ( l-wk1(l/ It T v II))): (from (5) and (6));;. 

): I (v}i\(1-wk1(l+s2)). 

Analogously, by induction, one can see that 
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nh+ I 
I (T vh I > l(v)i I (l-wk1 (I +s2)l". 

Now, the second member tends to oo as h-+oo contradicting step 3 

nh+ 1 nh+ 1 
because. of course, II T v II >I ( T vhl. 

Thus, we have proved that II Tr•v II -+I. At this point, one can 

proceed as in step 2. 

Before giving the main result, we introduce the following notations: 

AV( 0 ~II, 11T,;11. v) :=vtw1 0/ H T;, II) - vtw1(l/ II ;, 11 ) 
and 

AVi u;, 11. fl T~ II) :=max{ IAV.~ n, Tv 0. v): l/v/l=/ITv II}. 

THEOREM. Suppose that the hypotheses (a)-(g) of the previous 

Lemma are verified. Mortover suppose that there exists D>O such that: 

(i) w 1(/) = w 1(1) for /E[l, I+D) 

(ii) k 1t!J < k1\l+D) =: -dfor l): l+D 

(iii) AV, 11 v !I, 11 Tv II l<d/4 for II v 11 <I 

(iv) k 1(l) is a decreasing function in [1, I +DJ. 

Then. if vis a vector such that II v II < 1 and l(vld> 1/2, we have 

Y.1v-+w1 (1) or Tnv -+ -w 1 (I). 

PROOF. We have 

ltTvlJI = \(1-wk10! 11v11 )l(vh + AV( U v II. 11Tv11, Tv)): 

): j(l-wk11l/11v11 ))!(v)ir- AV( II v II, II Tv 11) (7) 

We affirm that there exists an integer no such that 

no 
1/ 11 T v 11 < 1+ D. 

Indeed, by contradiction, putting t(v)11 =(l/2)(1 +a), a> 0, the ( 7), (ii) 

and (iii) yield 

j(Tv) 1/):( l/2J(( l + d/2) + a(l + d)) 

'>, 

:':/ 



and, for induction, 

l(T'''vh\> (1/2)[( l + d 12) 11 =a(l+ d)11
] 

contradicting the fact that II Tnv II ;;;;;1 (see step 3 of Lemma). 

Thus, let no be the first positive integer for which 

no 
1/ 11 T v 11 < 1 + D. 

' l 

lf I/ ii Tnv II ;;;;; l + D for all n >no. we are done thanks to Lemma since 

in [I, l+DJ, 
w\ (l 1=w1<f). 

Tnus let n1 be the first positive intger greater than no such that 

ni 
1/ II T v 11 ;;;;d+D. 

Then obvious! y 

no no 
1Tnv 11>11/2)[ (1 +d/21 +a(I +d) ] if no<.n<.n1. 

Moreover one can see that 

n1 no-1 n·1 

1J v),!> 1/ 2)[ I +- d/2) +an +d1 
and 

n 1 +I no not I 
J1r v)iJ>.I/2J[(l+d/21 +ad+d> ]. 

Now, if 1/ II Tnv II is not definitely less or equal to l+D, we can 

construct the seqence of positive integers n,, n2, .•• inductively as above, 

which saiisfies 

llzh_i+- I no no+ h 
l(T v11!>(l/2;((1 + d/2) +a(l+ d) ] 

but this is not possible because the second member tends to oo as 

h -..:,.oo contradicting II Tnv II ;;;;; 1 for all n. 

Thus, it results 1hat I/ II Tnv U <.H-D. 

At this point from hypothesis (i), the proof proceed as in Lemma. 

REMARK ~. If the matrix K[lj is linear in!, i.e. K[l] =l-!H, 'being 

I! a nonnegative definite matrix, and w= I, then the eigenvalues k;(l) 

have the form k;(l)= I-lh;, h;>O and the basis {w1(l), ... ,w,;(/J} is 

constant in I. This, our theorem includes the classic linear case. 
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REMARK 2. It is worth observing that 

AV( 11 v 11 , fl Tv II )~ II Tv 11 max { la(~,w1 (1/ 11Tv11 ))-a(~,w1(1/l/vfi))I ·· 

: II~ 11 == 11 Tv ll } 

where a(vi,v2) denote!l the angle between the vectors v1 and v2• So the 
hypothesis (iii) of our theorem is certainly satisfied when II Tv II is 
small enough. 

While the hypotheses (i), tiil and (iv) arise naturally in the numerical 
preformance for solving many problems of structural mechanic, the 
condition (iii) is actually restrictive. It is easy to construct examples 
for which the thesis of the theorem is false if (iii) is not verified. 
Neverthless it is not a necessary condition, of course, and can be 
certainly more c.onveniently improved. 

Finally, we underline that in many cases the engineers know the required 
solution with a "good'' approximation, so that the initial condition 
·(vhJ > 1/2 of our theoiem, is not a bad condition. 
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